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Adı, Soyadı: ......................................... Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Test

1. 

Last summer, Linda and I were in Kaş. We 
stayed in a hotel for three days. On the first 
day, we enjoyed swimming. I tried diving, but 
Linda didn’t. In the evening, we went to the 
fair. On the second day, we enjoyed a yacht 
tour and went cycling. On the third day of the 
holiday, we swam in the pool. In the afternoon, 
we came back home from holiday.

Which of the following is ODD according to 
the text?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 

2. 

Liam Jacob

I visited an ancient city, 
joined a bus tour and 
picked fruits from the trees

No, I didn’t.

- - - - ?

Did you try sailing?

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) Where did you stay
B) What activities did you do on holiday
C) When did you last go on holiday
D) Did you learn swimming

3. The table shows the activities Ben and Thomas 
did and didn’t do on holiday.

Activities Ben Thomas

✓ ✓

✓ ✘

✘ ✓

Which of the following is FALSE according 
to the table?

A) Ben went camping.
B) Thomas went trekking on holiday.
C) Ben picked fruit, but Thomas didn’t.
D) Thomas didn’t go camping.

4. 

Katie Amy

I went on a holiday in 
2019.

I went to Turkey with 
my family.

I played at the seaside 
and learned swimming.

- - - - ?

- - - - ?

- - - - ?

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the conversation?

A) Where did you stay on holiday
B) When did you last go on a holiday
C) What activities did you do there
D) Where did you go
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5. Mickey  : I - - - - my grandparents last summer.
Audrey :  I - - - - paragliding. It was a great 

activity. 
Brian  :  I - - - - in a tent on holiday. I liked 

camping.

Which of the following words CANNOT you 
use in any of the sentences above?

A) tried B) visited
C) stayed D) picked

6. They are Robin’s holiday photos.

According to the photos, which of the 
following did NOT Robin do?

A) Visiting an ancient city
B) Walking in the forest
C) Scuba diving
D) Joining a sightseeing tour

7.          

- - - - 

Playing snowball and skiing

Were very exciting

Enjoyed camping

We stayed in a tent

Last weekend

Which of the following is a suitable title for 
the poem?

A) My winter holiday
B) Sightseeing tour
C) Summer holiday
D) Seaside and fishing

8. 

Where were 
you last 

weekend?

I went to the - - - - 
with my friend. 

We went fishing.

Look at the picture and complete the 
sentence.

A) beach B) seaside
C) forest D) lake

9. Students in 6C prepared posters about the 
activities they like.

John   : I like playing beach volley. 
Hailey : I like picking fruit.
Luke : I like playing snowball.
Smith : I like climbing a tree. 

Who prepares the poster above?

A) Smith B) Hailey
C) John D) Luke

10. 

Hi! I am Jeff. I like 
rafting much because I 

love rivers.

Which of the following shows Jeff’s like?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 


